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“Is global democracy a chimera, an oxymoron, or a utopia?  
The wide-ranging views in this book are essential reading for 
those seeking answers–opponents resisting the move beyond 
individual states as well as proponents looking for future 
pathways toward supranational governance with fewer 
political inequalities.”
THOMAS G. WEISS, Presidential Professor of Political Science, 
The Graduate Center, The City University of New York

“This is an ambitious, well conceived, and important book 
that brings together normative and empirical perspectives on 
the notion of Global Democracy. The best scholars in the fi eld 
illuminate the need to democratize international authority 
and analyze both the opportunities and limits of such an 
endeavor.” 
MICHAEL ZÜRN, Director, The Social Science Research Center 
Berlin (WZB), and Professor for International Relations, Free 
University of Berlin

Democracy is increasingly seen as the only legitimate form of 

government, but few people would regard international relations 

as governed according to democratic principles. Can this lack of 

global democracy be justifi ed? Which models of global politics 

should contemporary democrats endorse and which should 

they reject? What are the most promising pathways to global 

democratic change? To what extent does the extension of 

democracy from the national to the international level require 

a radical rethinking of what democratic institutions should be? 

This book answers these questions by providing a sustained 

dialogue between scholars of political theory, international law 

and empirical social science. By presenting a broad range of views 

by prominent scholars, it offers an in-depth analysis of one of 

the key challenges of our century: globalizing democracy and 

democratizing globalization.
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